
Garden Club of Dublin: 10 Week Challenge 2020 
 
Week # 6:  Channel your inner Julie Christie and silence your dryer for a week

“I always hang up my washing outside or even on a pulley. 
It’s a complete waste of energy to use dryers.”                     

- Julie Christie, February  2015

Introduction: This week’s challenge is perhaps the simplest and, at the same time, a 
bit tricky because for optimum results the weather needs to cooperate. So it is a 
challenge that can be deferred until skies sunny again and temperatures warm. As in 
previous challenges, this asks us to examine habits which in some cases we’ve grown 
so accustomed to that we don’t recognize how tweaking behavior even a little can help 
us enjoy more eco friendly lives. 

That concept was one of the key takeaways of the NAL meetings Katy and I attended 
last March. We’ve come to rely so heavily on conveniences that even questioning how 
and when we use things like dryers could start us thinking in a more conservation 
conscious mindset. As Julie Christie reminds us: “My mother’s hate of waste has filtered 
down to me probably because I was a war baby. There was no waste in the war was 
there?”

Seven Benefits: According to environmentalists, the numerous, free benefits of 
hanging out the wash instead of using your dryer are compelling, both good for the 
environment as well healthy for you. The Department of Energy states that clothes 
dryers consume about 6% of an average families’ energy use, making it one of the top 
household users of electricity.

1. Cost efficient: one estimate is that by not using a dryer regularly you can save 
up to $25 a month (and more in NH!).

2. Line drying saves time as clothes tend to dry more quickly in the sun.
3. Hanging the wash out in the sun kills bacteria; according to Penn State scientists 

"the sun is a natural sanitizer”(2015).
4. Line dying protects your clothes; each time you use the dryer, fabrics break 

down and clothes wear out more quickly.
5. It prevents clothes from shrinking and reduces static.



6. Without using chemicals, line drying allows whites to look crisper, whiter, 
cleaner.

7. It can reduce strong odors and simply smells great (NY Times, May 2020)
 
*Bonus: many claim it is simply good for the soul --as anyone who dries their sheets in 
the sun can attest at night. And, because it takes a little more time and effort, it may 
encourage us to think twice about mindlessly tossing something in the wash, especially 
just after only a little wear.

 
A Few Tips: 

1. A retractable line pulley system just zips out and takes up far less space than the 
metal umbrella type clothes line.

2. Shake out clothes and sheets well before hanging them up and they will dry 
faster.

3. Turn pockets inside out to dry them more quickly.
4. Hang shirts upside down,pinning them at the tails rather than shoulders to 

prevent pin marks.
5. Adding 1/4 cup of white vinegar or a scoop of baking soda in the fabric softener 

slot reduces stiffness and soften clothes.
6. If concerned about allergies, dry clothes and sheets outside then put them in the 

dryer for 5 minutes to remove pollen.
7. A folding wood dryer rack works well when you can’t use the outdoors.
8. Adopt the traveler's trick of using the shower curtain bar to hang clothes with 

hangers.
9. Avoid leaving damp laundry out overnight to prevent mildew.

To improve your dryer performance:

1. Katy recommends wool dryer balls to save times drying time.
2. Some claim tennis balls are just as good and less expensive.
3. Others prefer dryer sheets
4. Clean the filter out
5. Use the high speed or extended spin cycle in the washer to wring out clothes 

well



 Question for the community: do you have a preference or another option? 

Research Addresses Why: Why exactly do sheets smell so good when line dried out 
in the sun? One Danish researcher identified 3 scents that account for that fresh smell 
by detecting:

1. cardamon
2. rose  
3. citrus

But how exactly? It’s complicated, but in a nutshell, the researcher claims that these 
scents naturally emanate from the sun and that molecules on wet clothes magnify the 
sun"s rays, producing that fresh scent. 

In Sum: “Air drying clothes works to reduce your household’s carbon footprint. 
Air drying clothes can reduce the average household’s carbon footprint by a 
whopping 2,400 lbs a year.” The Spruce 2/20


